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PHÒNG GD&ĐT LONG BIÊN.  

TRƯỜNG THCS PHÚC LỢI 
Name: …………………………… 

Class: 8… 

THE FIRST TERM TEST ENGLISH 8  

NĂM HỌC 2023 - 2024 

Time: 60 minutes 

 

A. Listening.(1,2pts) 

I. Listen and choose the correct answer. 

1. Minority children usually learn to work at _____. 

A. seven   B. nine  C. five  D. six 

2. Girls help _______, care for smaller children and prepare food. 

A. look after the house B. catch fish  C. do the gardening D. raise livestocks 

3. Boys _______, raise the family's livestock, and catch fish. 

A. prepare food  B. grow crops C. weave clothing  D. do housework 

4. Children learn traditions through _____. 
A. work   B. music  C. stories     D. subjects 

II. Listen and circle TRUE ( T ) or FALSE  (F )  

5. Ethnic minority children might live the life different from that of most Kinh children. T/F 

6. The number of minority children going to school is going down             T/F 

B. Phonetics.(0,8pt) 

I. Choose the word whose underlined part pronounced differently from that of the others.  

7. A. decorated           B. danced              C. worked                D. stopped 

8. A. sticky                B. livestock            C. minority          D. highland  

II. Choose the word which has different stress from the others. 

9. A. tradition                    B. reunion              C. ceremony           D. minority 

10. A. ethnic                        B. feature                C. popular            D. communal  

C. Lexical grammar and vocabulary. 

I. Choose the correct answer to complete the sentences.(2pts) 

11. Nam ran very _________than he does now.    

A.more quickly B. quickly C. slower D. quicker 

12. The teacher will be furious ____ you don’t do the homework. 

A. unless   B. if   C. otherwise   D. although 

13. Mrs. Hoa’s sister is very fond of _____ . She likes to knit sweaters after school. 

A. weave   B. to weave  C. weaving   D. to weaving 

14. Jack: “Let’ s cover this song by Tinh instrument.” –Son Tung”________” 

A. Yes, here it is  B. No, not at all   C. Yes, let’s     D. Good idea 

15. Mr. Jack _______  to the countryside next month. 

A. go    B. have gone C. went   D. will go 

16. I’ll give you a call if I _______ some help tomorrow. 

A. will need   B. need  C. would need  D. needed 

17. I love the people in my village. They are so friendly and _______. 

A. vast   B. busy  C. hospitable  D. convenient 

18. We have used _______ dictionary to look up new words for 4 years. 

A. a    B. many  C. a few   D. much  

19. Mr Binh worked in ________UK when he was young. 

A.the B.an C.a D.Ø 

20. ._______do they use in the festival? –  a flute. 

A. When B. How often C. How D. What 

II. Find the mistakes in these following sentences.(0,4pt) 

CODE 801 
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21. If you don’t do your homework more careful, you will make mistakes. 

A. careful  B. If   C. don’t do   D. mistakes 

22. We have a tradition of holding a family reunion on a first day of Tet. 

A. tradition   B. of  C. family reunion  D. a 

III. Choose the word or phrase that is OPPOSITE in meaning to the part in the following 

sentences.(0,2pt) 

23. The law protects ancient monuments and old churches. 

A. modern   B. old   C. traditional   D. historic 

IV. Choose the word or phrase that is CLOSEST in meaning to the part in the 

following sentences.(0,2pt) 

24. Vietnamese people usually gather on New Year’s Eve. 

A. meet    B. collect   C. separate    D. break 

D. READING 

I. Choose the item among A, B or C that best answer the question about passage(0,8pt). 

Two of the most important holidays in the United States are Independence Day and 

Thanksgiving Day. The fourth (25) ____ July marks the American declaration of 

independence from Britain. Most towns, big or small, celebrate the fourth of July with 

parades and fireworks. Families(26) ____with barbecues or picnics. Thanksgiving Day is 

celebrated in fall, on the fourth Thursday in November. It is a day (27) ____ people give 

thanks to the harvest. Most families had a large dinner with roast turkey. Both Independence 

Day and Thanksgiving Day are (28)____ holidays. 

25. A. in 

26. A. celebrating 

27: A. when  

28: A. nation 

B. on 

B. to celebrate  

B. where 

B. national 

C. with 

C. celebrate 

C. what 

C. nationally 

D. of 

D. celebrated 

D. in which 

D. nationality. 

II. Read the passage. Circle A, B or C to answer each question (0,8pt). 

Tay ethnic group, with more than 1.6 million of the population, is the second largest ethnic 

group in Viet Nam. They inhabit northern Viet Nam such as Cao Bang, Lang Son, Bac Kan, 

Thai Nguyen, Quang Ninh, and some of the regions in Bac Ninh, Bac Giang. Moreover, some 

of them emigrated to other provinces of the center highlands as Dak Lak, Lam Dong. The Tay 

language belongs to the Tay-Thai Group. The Tay has developed a rich culture of poems, 

songs, epics, tales, funny stories, and dance. Popular folk songs of the Tay are call-and-

response singing, lullaby, Then, and wedding and funeral singing. It is sung at events such as 

worshipping at the ancestral altar, praying for sick people, praying for a couple to have 

children, at family get-togethers, to welcome guests, and at a “going to the field” festival held 

in the first month of the new year. It is an indispensable part of the spiritual and religious life 

of the Tay. The instrument “Dan Tinh” is presented in all the cultural and spiritual life of the 

Tay. It is the soul of folk songs and folk dance.The costumes of the Tay are simple. They wear 
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indigo-blue clothes. Besides, the Tay is also very famous for weaving workmanship. Their 

products are not only famous for the quality but also impresses with an ornate imbued with 

national identity.The Tay is a resident of the traditional agricultural farming country. They 

have known for a long-time intensive cultivation and extensive application of measures such 

as digging irrigation ditches, gutter. In particular, the Tay have praxis with threshing in the 

field on the wooden trough, which they called “Loong”, then carrying grain home. Besides 

wet rice, Tay also plants dry rice, crops, fruit trees, ... 

29. What is the population of Tay ethnic group? 

A. 2.6 million  B. 1.6 million  C. 1.5 million  D. 3.6 million 

30. The Tay inhabit some following provinces EXCEPT_____________. 

A. Cao Bang  B. Thai Nguyen  C. Phu Tho  D. Bac Giang 

31. What is the instrument of the Tay? 

A. Dan Tinh   B. Dan Tranh   C. Dan Bau   D. Dan Nguyet 

32. What have they known for? 

A. fishing  B. cultivation   C. tourism  D. hunting  

D. WRITING 

I. Rewrite the sentences so that they have the same meanings as the original ones. Use 

the words given in brackets. (0,8pt) 

33. He passed the exam because he studied harder. (so ) 

=> _____________________________________________________________. 

34. She fancies hanging out with her friends in her spare time. (keen ) 

=> ______________________________________________________________. 

35. If she doesn’t change her studying habit, she won’t be able to improve her performance 

at school. (Unless ) 

=> _____________________________________________________________.  

36. Your bike runs faster than mine. (slowly) 

=> ______________________________________________________________. 

II. Complete the sentences using the words given. (0,8pt) 

37. When / he / visit / Soc Son , he / take part / the local festival / next week. 

=> ______________________________________________________________ 

38. Tourists / shouldn’t  / wear/ shorts and tank tops /when / go / pagodas. 

=> ______________________________________________________________ 

39. We / go camping  / if / it / not rain . 

=> ______________________________________________________________  

40. It / tradition / Vietnamese people / prepare / offerings / to worship their ancestors during 

Tet. 

=> ______________________________________________________________ 
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PHÒNG GD&ĐT LONG BIÊN.  

TRƯỜNG THCS PHÚC LỢI 
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Class: 8… 
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A. Listening.(1,2pts) 

I. Listen and choose the correct answer. 

1. Minority children usually learn to work at _____. 

A. six   B. nine  C. five  D. seven 

2. Girls help _______, care for smaller children and prepare food. 

A. do the gardening B. catch fish  C. look after the house D. raise livestocks 

3. Boys _______, raise the family's livestock, and catch fish. 

A. prepare food  B. weave clothing  C. grow crops  D. do housework 

4. Children learn traditions through _____. 
A. work   B. music  C. subject     D. stories 

II. Listen and circle TRUE ( T ) or FALSE  (F )  

5. Ethnic minority children might live the life different from that of most Kinh children. T/F 

6. The number of minority children going to school is going down             T/F 

B. Phonetics.(0,8pt) 

I. Choose the word which has different stress from the others. 

7. A. tradition                    B. reunion              C. ceremony           D. minority 

8. A. ethnic                          B. feature                C. popular            D. communal  

II. Choose the word whose underlined part pronounced differently from that of the 

others.  

9. A. decorated           B. danced              C. worked                D. stopped 

10. A. sticky                B. livestock            C. minority          D. highland  

C. Lexical grammar and vocabulary. 

I. Find the mistakes in these following sentences.(0,4pt) 

11. We have a tradition of holding a family reunion on a first day of Tet. 

A. tradition   B. of  C. family reunion  D. a 

12.  If you don’t do your homework more careful, you will make mistakes. 

A. careful  B. If   C. don’t do   D. mistakes 

II. Choose the correct answer to complete the sentences.(2pts) 

13. Mrs. Hoa’s sister is very fond of _____ . She likes to knit sweaters after school. 

A. weave   B. to weave  C. weaving   D. to weaving 

14. Mr. Jack _______  to the countryside next month. 

A. go    B. have gone C. went   D. will go 

15. Nam ran very _________than he does now.    

A.more quickly B. quickly C. slower D. quicker 

16. Jack: “Let’ s cover this song by Tinh instrument.” –Son Tung”________” 

A. Yes, here it is  B. No, not at all   C. Yes, let’s     D. Good idea 

17. The teacher will be furious ____ you don’t do the homework. 

A. unless   B. if   C. otherwise   D. although 

18. ._______do they use in the festival? –  a flute. 

A. When B. How often C. How D. What 

19. I love the people in my village. They are so friendly and _______. 

CODE 802 
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A. vast   B. busy  C. hospitable  D. convenient 

20. We have used _______ dictionary to look up new words for 4 years. 

A. a    B. many  C. a few   D. much  

21. Mr Binh worked in ________UK when he was young. 

A.the B.an C.a D.Ø 

22 . I’ll give you a call if I _______ some help tomorrow. 

A. will need   B. need  C. would need  D. needed 

III. Choose the word or phrase that is CLOSEST in meaning to the part in the 

following sentences.(0,2pt) 

23. Vietnamese people usually gather on New Year’s Eve. 

A. meet    B. collect   C. separate    D. break 

IV. Choose the word or phrase that is OPPOSITE in meaning to the part in the following 

sentences.(0,2pt) 

24. The law protects ancient monuments and old churches. 

A. modern   B. old   C. traditional   D. historic 

D. READING 

I.  Read the passage. Circle A, B or C to answer each question (0,8pt). 

Tay ethnic group, with more than 1.6 million of the population, is the second largest ethnic 

group in Viet Nam. They inhabit northern Viet Nam such as Cao Bang, Lang Son, Bac Kan, 

Thai Nguyen, Quang Ninh, and some of the regions in Bac Ninh, Bac Giang. Moreover, some 

of them emigrated to other provinces of the center highlands as Dak Lak, Lam Dong. The Tay 

language belongs to the Tay-Thai Group. The Tay has developed a rich culture of poems, 

songs, epics, tales, funny stories, and dance. Popular folk songs of the Tay are call-and-

response singing, lullaby, Then, and wedding and funeral singing. It is sung at events such as 

worshipping at the ancestral altar, praying for sick people, praying for a couple to have 

children, at family get-togethers, to welcome guests, and at a “going to the field” festival held 

in the first month of the new year. It is an indispensable part of the spiritual and religious life 

of the Tay. The instrument “Dan Tinh” is presented in all the cultural and spiritual life of the 

Tay. It is the soul of folk songs and folk dance.The costumes of the Tay are simple. They wear 

indigo-blue clothes. Besides, the Tay is also very famous for weaving workmanship. Their 

products are not only famous for the quality but also impresses with an ornate imbued with 

national identity.The Tay is a resident of the traditional agricultural farming country. They 

have known for a long-time intensive cultivation and extensive application of measures such 

as digging irrigation ditches, gutter. In particular, the Tay have praxis with threshing in the 

field on the wooden trough, which they called “Loong”, then carrying grain home. Besides 

wet rice, Tay also plants dry rice, crops, fruit trees, ... 
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25. What is the population of Tay ethnic group? 

A. 2.6 million  B. 1.6 million  C. 1.5 million  D. 3.6 million 

26. The Tay inhabit some following provinces EXCEPT_____________. 

A. Cao Bang  B. Thai Nguyen  C. Phu Tho  D. Bac Giang 

27. What is the instrument of the Tay? 

A. Dan Tinh   B. Dan Tranh   C. Dan Bau   D. Dan Nguyet 

28. What have they known for? 

A. fishing  B. cultivation   C. tourism  D. hunting  

II.Choose the item among A, B or C that best answer the question about passage(0,8pt). 

Two of the most important holidays in the United States are Independence Day and 

Thanksgiving Day. The fourth (29) ____ July marks the American declaration of 

independence from Britain. Most towns, big or small, celebrate the fourth of July with 

parades and fireworks. Families(30) ____with barbecues or picnics. Thanksgiving Day is 

celebrated in fall, on the fourth Thursday in November. It is a day (31) ____ people give 

thanks to the harvest. Most families had a large dinner with roast turkey. Both Independence 

Day and Thanksgiving Day are (32)____ holidays. 

29. A. of 

30. A. celebrate 

31: A. what  

32: A. nationally 

B. on 

B.  celebrated  

B. in which 

B. nation 

C. with 

C. celebrating 

C. when 

C. national 

D. in 

D. to celebrate 

D. where 

D. nationality. 

D. WRITING 

I. Complete the sentences using the words given. (0,8pt) 

33. We / go camping  / if / it / not rain . 

=> ______________________________________________________________  

34. Tourists / shouldn’t  / wear/ shorts and tank tops /when / go / pagodas. 

=> ______________________________________________________________ 

35. When / he / visit / Soc Son , he / take part / the local festival / next week. 

=> ______________________________________________________________ 

36. It /tradition /Vietnamese people /prepare /offerings /to worship their ancestors during Tet. 

=> ______________________________________________________________ 

Rewrite the sentences so that they have the same meanings as the original ones. Use the 

words given in brackets. (0,8pt) 

37. Unless he studies harder, he will fail the exams. ((If ) 

=> If ___________________________________________________________. 

38. He adores playing traditional games with his friends after school. (interested ) 

=> ______________________________________________________________. 

39.  She was sick , so she didn’t go to school yesterday. (because ) 

=> _____________________________________________________________. 
40. My brother drives more carefully than me. (carelessly ) 

=> ______________________________________________________________. 
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A. Listening.(1,2pts) 

I. Listen and choose the correct answer. 

1. Minority children usually learn to work at _____. 

A. seven   B. nine  C. five  D. six 

2. Girls help _______, care for smaller children and prepare food. 

A. look after the house B. catch fish  C. do the gardening D. raise livestocks 

3. Boys _______, raise the family's livestock, and catch fish. 

A. prepare food  B. grow crops C. weave clothing  D. do housework 

4. Children learn traditions through _____. 
A. work   B. music  C. stories     D. subjects 

II. Listen and circle TRUE ( T ) or FALSE  (F )  

5. Ethnic minority children might live the life different from that of most Kinh children. T/F 

6. The number of minority children going to school is going down             T/F 

B. Phonetics.(0,8pt) 

I. Choose the word whose underlined part pronounced differently from that of the others.  

7. A. decorated           B. danced              C. worked                D. stopped 

8. A. sticky                B. livestock            C. minority          D. highland  

II. Choose the word which has different stress from the others. 

9. A. tradition                    B. reunion              C. ceremony           D. minority 

10. A. ethnic                        B. feature                C. popular            D. communal  

C. Lexical grammar and vocabulary. 

I. Choose the correct answer to complete the sentences.(2pts) 

11. Nam ran very _________than he does now.    

A.more quickly B. quickly C. slower D. quicker 

12. The teacher will be furious ____ you don’t do the homework. 

A. unless   B. if   C. otherwise   D. although 

13. Mrs. Hoa’s sister is very fond of _____ . She likes to knit sweaters after school. 

A. weave   B. to weave  C. weaving   D. to weaving 

14. Jack: “Let’ s cover this song by Tinh instrument.” –Son Tung”________” 

A. Yes, here it is  B. No, not at all   C. Yes, let’s     D. Good idea 

15. Mr. Jack _______  to the countryside next month. 

A. go    B. have gone C. went   D. will go 

16. I’ll give you a call if I _______ some help tomorrow. 

A. will need   B. need  C. would need  D. needed 

17. I love the people in my village. They are so friendly and _______. 

A. vast   B. busy  C. hospitable  D. convenient 

18. We have used _______ dictionary to look up new words for 4 years. 

A. a    B. many  C. a few   D. much  

19. Mr Binh worked in ________UK when he was young. 

A.the B.an C.a D.Ø 

20. ._______do they use in the festival? –  a flute. 

A. When B. How often C. How D. What 

II. Find the mistakes in these following sentences.(0,4pt) 

CODE 803 
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21. If you don’t do your homework more careful, you will make mistakes. 

A. careful  B. If   C. don’t do   D. mistakes 

22. We have a tradition of holding a family reunion on a first day of Tet. 

A. tradition   B. of  C. family reunion  D. a 

III. Choose the word or phrase that is OPPOSITE in meaning to the part in the following 

sentences.(0,2pt) 

23. The law protects ancient monuments and old churches. 

A. modern   B. old   C. traditional   D. historic 

IV. Choose the word or phrase that is CLOSEST in meaning to the part in the 

following sentences.(0,2pt) 

24. Vietnamese people usually gather on New Year’s Eve. 

A. meet    B. collect   C. separate    D. break 

D. READING 

I. Choose the item among A, B or C that best answer the question about passage(0,8pt). 

Two of the most important holidays in the United States are Independence Day and 

Thanksgiving Day. The fourth (25) ____ July marks the American declaration of 

independence from Britain. Most towns, big or small, celebrate the fourth of July with 

parades and fireworks. Families(26) ____with barbecues or picnics. Thanksgiving Day is 

celebrated in fall, on the fourth Thursday in November. It is a day (27) ____ people give 

thanks to the harvest. Most families had a large dinner with roast turkey. Both Independence 

Day and Thanksgiving Day are (28)____ holidays. 

25. A. in 

26. A. celebrating 

27: A. when  

28: A. nation 

B. on 

B. to celebrate  

B. where 

B. national 

C. with 

C. celebrate 

C. what 

C. nationally 

D. of 

D. celebrated 

D. in which 

D. nationality. 

II. Read the passage. Circle A, B or C to answer each question (0,8pt). 

Tay ethnic group, with more than 1.6 million of the population, is the second largest ethnic 

group in Viet Nam. They inhabit northern Viet Nam such as Cao Bang, Lang Son, Bac Kan, 

Thai Nguyen, Quang Ninh, and some of the regions in Bac Ninh, Bac Giang. Moreover, some 

of them emigrated to other provinces of the center highlands as Dak Lak, Lam Dong. The Tay 

language belongs to the Tay-Thai Group. The Tay has developed a rich culture of poems, 

songs, epics, tales, funny stories, and dance. Popular folk songs of the Tay are call-and-

response singing, lullaby, Then, and wedding and funeral singing. It is sung at events such as 

worshipping at the ancestral altar, praying for sick people, praying for a couple to have 

children, at family get-togethers, to welcome guests, and at a “going to the field” festival held 

in the first month of the new year. It is an indispensable part of the spiritual and religious life 

of the Tay. The instrument “Dan Tinh” is presented in all the cultural and spiritual life of the 

Tay. It is the soul of folk songs and folk dance.The costumes of the Tay are simple. They wear 
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indigo-blue clothes. Besides, the Tay is also very famous for weaving workmanship. Their 

products are not only famous for the quality but also impresses with an ornate imbued with 

national identity.The Tay is a resident of the traditional agricultural farming country. They 

have known for a long-time intensive cultivation and extensive application of measures such 

as digging irrigation ditches, gutter. In particular, the Tay have praxis with threshing in the 

field on the wooden trough, which they called “Loong”, then carrying grain home. Besides 

wet rice, Tay also plants dry rice, crops, fruit trees, ... 

29. What is the population of Tay ethnic group? 

A. 2.6 million  B. 1.6 million  C. 1.5 million  D. 3.6 million 

30. The Tay inhabit some following provinces EXCEPT_____________. 

A. Cao Bang  B. Thai Nguyen  C. Phu Tho  D. Bac Giang 

31. What is the instrument of the Tay? 

A. Dan Tinh   B. Dan Tranh   C. Dan Bau   D. Dan Nguyet 

32. What have they known for? 

A. fishing  B. cultivation   C. tourism  D. hunting  

D. WRITING 

I. Rewrite the sentences so that they have the same meanings as the original ones. Use 

the words given in brackets. (0,8pt) 

33. He passed the exam because he studied harder. (so ) 

=> _____________________________________________________________. 

34. She fancies hanging out with her friends in her spare time. (keen ) 

=> ______________________________________________________________. 

35. If she doesn’t change her studying habit, she won’t be able to improve her performance 

at school. (Unless ) 

=> _____________________________________________________________.  

36. Your bike runs faster than mine. (slowly) 

=> ______________________________________________________________. 

II. Complete the sentences using the words given. (0,8pt) 

37. When / he / visit / Soc Son , he / take part / the local festival / next week. 

=> ______________________________________________________________ 

38. Tourists / shouldn’t  / wear/ shorts and tank tops /when / go / pagodas. 

=> ______________________________________________________________ 

39. We / go camping  / if / it / not rain . 

=> ______________________________________________________________  

40. It / tradition / Vietnamese people / prepare / offerings / to worship their ancestors during 

Tet. 

=> ______________________________________________________________ 
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A. Listening.(1,2pts) 

I. Listen and choose the correct answer. 

1. Minority children usually learn to work at _____. 

A. six   B. nine  C. five  D. seven 

2. Girls help _______, care for smaller children and prepare food. 

A. do the gardening B. catch fish  C. look after the house D. raise livestocks 

3. Boys _______, raise the family's livestock, and catch fish. 

A. prepare food  B. weave clothing  C. grow crops  D. do housework 

4. Children learn traditions through _____. 
A. work   B. music  C. subject     D. stories 

II. Listen and circle TRUE ( T ) or FALSE  (F )  

5. Ethnic minority children might live the life different from that of most Kinh children. T/F 

6. The number of minority children going to school is going down             T/F 

B. Phonetics.(0,8pt) 

I. Choose the word which has different stress from the others. 

7. A. tradition                    B. reunion              C. ceremony           D. minority 

8. A. ethnic                        B. feature                C. popular            D. communal  

II. Choose the word whose underlined part pronounced differently from that of the 

others.  

9. A. decorated           B. danced              C. worked                D. stopped 

10. A. sticky                B. livestock            C. minority          D. highland  

C. Lexical grammar and vocabulary. 

I. Find the mistakes in these following sentences.(0,4pt) 

11. We have a tradition of holding a family reunion on a first day of Tet. 

A. tradition   B. of  C. family reunion  D. a 

12.  If you don’t do your homework more careful, you will make mistakes. 

A. careful  B. If   C. don’t do   D. mistakes 

II. Choose the correct answer to complete the sentences.(2pts) 

13. Mrs. Hoa’s sister is very fond of _____ . She likes to knit sweaters after school. 

A. weave   B. to weave  C. weaving   D. to weaving 

14. Mr. Jack _______  to the countryside next month. 

A. go    B. have gone C. went   D. will go 

15.  Nam ran very _________than he does now.    

A.more quickly B. quickly C. slower D. quicker 

16. Jack: “Let’ s cover this song by Tinh instrument.” –Son Tung”________” 

A. Yes, here it is  B. No, not at all   C. Yes, let’s     D. Good idea 

17. The teacher will be furious ____ you don’t do the homework. 

A. unless   B. if   C. otherwise   D. although 

18. ._______do they use in the festival? –  a flute. 

A. When B. How often C. How D. What 

19. I love the people in my village. They are so friendly and _______. 

CODE 804 
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A. vast   B. busy  C. hospitable  D. convenient 

20. We have used _______ dictionary to look up new words for 4 years. 

A. a    B. many  C. a few   D. much  

21.  Mr Binh worked in ________UK when he was young. 

A.the B.an C.a D.Ø 

22. I’ll give you a call if I _______ some help tomorrow. 

A. will need   B. need  C. would need  D. needed 

III. Choose the word or phrase that is CLOSEST in meaning to the part in the 

following sentences.(0,2pt) 

23. Vietnamese people usually gather on New Year’s Eve. 

A. meet    B. collect   C. separate    D. break 

IV. Choose the word or phrase that is OPPOSITE in meaning to the part in the following 

sentences.(0,2pt) 

24. The law protects ancient monuments and old churches. 

A. modern   B. old   C. traditional   D. historic 

D. READING 

I.  Read the passage. Circle A, B or C to answer each question (0,8pt). 

Tay ethnic group, with more than 1.6 million of the population, is the second largest ethnic 

group in Viet Nam. They inhabit northern Viet Nam such as Cao Bang, Lang Son, Bac Kan, 

Thai Nguyen, Quang Ninh, and some of the regions in Bac Ninh, Bac Giang. Moreover, some 

of them emigrated to other provinces of the center highlands as Dak Lak, Lam Dong. The Tay 

language belongs to the Tay-Thai Group. The Tay has developed a rich culture of poems, 

songs, epics, tales, funny stories, and dance. Popular folk songs of the Tay are call-and-

response singing, lullaby, Then, and wedding and funeral singing. It is sung at events such as 

worshipping at the ancestral altar, praying for sick people, praying for a couple to have 

children, at family get-togethers, to welcome guests, and at a “going to the field” festival held 

in the first month of the new year. It is an indispensable part of the spiritual and religious life 

of the Tay. The instrument “Dan Tinh” is presented in all the cultural and spiritual life of the 

Tay. It is the soul of folk songs and folk dance.The costumes of the Tay are simple. They wear 

indigo-blue clothes. Besides, the Tay is also very famous for weaving workmanship. Their 

products are not only famous for the quality but also impresses with an ornate imbued with 

national identity.The Tay is a resident of the traditional agricultural farming country. They 

have known for a long-time intensive cultivation and extensive application of measures such 

as digging irrigation ditches, gutter. In particular, the Tay have praxis with threshing in the 

field on the wooden trough, which they called “Loong”, then carrying grain home. Besides 

wet rice, Tay also plants dry rice, crops, fruit trees, ... 
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25. What is the population of Tay ethnic group? 

A. 2.6 million  B. 1.6 million  C. 1.5 million  D. 3.6 million 

26. The Tay inhabit some following provinces EXCEPT_____________. 

A. Cao Bang  B. Thai Nguyen  C. Phu Tho  D. Bac Giang 

27. What is the instrument of the Tay? 

A. Dan Tinh   B. Dan Tranh   C. Dan Bau   D. Dan Nguyet 

28. What have they known for? 

A. fishing  B. cultivation   C. tourism  D. hunting  

II.Choose the item among A, B or C that best answer the question about passage(0,8pt). 

Two of the most important holidays in the United States are Independence Day and 

Thanksgiving Day. The fourth (29) ____ July marks the American declaration of 

independence from Britain. Most towns, big or small, celebrate the fourth of July with 

parades and fireworks. Families(30) ____with barbecues or picnics. Thanksgiving Day is 

celebrated in fall, on the fourth Thursday in November. It is a day (31) ____ people give 

thanks to the harvest. Most families had a large dinner with roast turkey. Both Independence 

Day and Thanksgiving Day are (32)____ holidays. 

29. A. of 

30. A. celebrate 

31: A. what  

32: A. nationally 

B. on 

B.  celebrated  

B. in which 

B. nation 

C. with 

C. celebrating 

C. when 

C. national 

D. in 

D. to celebrate 

D. where 

D. nationality. 

D. WRITING 

I. Complete the sentences using the words given. (0,8pt) 

33. We / go camping  / if / it / not rain . 

=> ______________________________________________________________  

34. Tourists / shouldn’t  / wear/ shorts and tank tops /when / go / pagodas. 

=> ______________________________________________________________ 

35. When / he / visit / Soc Son , he / take part / the local festival / next week. 

=> ______________________________________________________________ 

36. It /tradition /Vietnamese people /prepare /offerings /to worship their ancestors during Tet. 

=> ______________________________________________________________ 

II. Rewrite the sentences so that they have the same meanings as the original ones. Use 

the words given in brackets. (0,8pt) 

37. Unless he studies harder, he will fail the exams. ((If ) 

=> If ___________________________________________________________. 

38. He adores playing traditional games with his friends after school. (interested ) 

=> ______________________________________________________________. 

39.  She was sick , so she didn’t go to school yesterday. (because ) 

=> _____________________________________________________________. 
40. My brother drives more carefully than me. (carelessly ) 

=> ______________________________________________________________. 
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ANSWER KEY- 801 

1. D 2. A 3. B 4. C 5. T 6. F 7. A 8. A 

9. C 10. D 11. A 12. B 13. C 14. D 15. D 16. B 

17. C 18. A 19. A 20. D 21. A 22. D 23. A 24. A 

25. D 26. C 27. A 28. B 29. B 30. C 31. A 32. B 

33.  He studied harder, so he passed the exam. 

34. She is keen on hanging out with her friends in her spare time. 

35. Unless she changes her studying habit, she won’t be able to improve her performance. 

36. My bike runs more slowly than your bike / yours. 

37. When he visits Soc Son , he will take part in the local festival next week. 

38. Tourists shouldn’t wear shorts and tank tops when going to pagodas. 

39. We will go camping if it doesn’t rain. 

40. It is a tradition for Vietnamese people to prepare offerings to worship their ancestors 

during Tet.  

 

 

ANSWER KEY- 803 

1. D 2. A 3. B 4. C 5. T 6. F 7. A 8. A 

9. C 10. D 11. A 12. B 13. C 14. D 15. D 16. B 

17. C 18. A 19. A 20. D 21. A 22. D 23. A 24. A 

25. D 26. C 27. A 28. B 29. B 30. C 31. A 32. B 

33.  He studied harder, so he passed the exam. 

34. She is keen on hanging out with her friends in her spare time. 

35. Unless she changes her studying habit, she won’t be able to improve her performance. 

36. My bike runs more slowly than your bike / yours. 

37. When he visits Soc Son , he will take part in the local festival next week. 

38. Tourists shouldn’t wear shorts and tank tops when going to pagodas. 

39. We will go camping if it doesn’t rain. 

40. It is a tradition for Vietnamese people to prepare offerings to worship their ancestors 

during Tet.  

ANSWER KEY- 802 

1. A 2. C 3. C 4. C 5. T 6. F 7. C 8. D 

9. A 10. A 11. D 12. A 13. C 14. D 15. A 16. D 

17. B 18. D 19. C 20. A 21. A 22. B 23. A 24. A 

25. B 26. C 27. A 28. B 29. A 30. A 31. C 32. C 

33.  We will go camping if it doesn’t rain. 

34. Tourists shouldn’t wear shorts and tank tops when going to pagodas. 

35. When he visits Soc Son , he will take part in the local festival next week.He studied 

harder, so he passed the exam. 

36. It is a tradition for Vietnamese people to prepare offerings to worship their ancestors 

during Tet.  

37. If he doesn’t study harder, he will fail the exams. 

38. He is interested in playing traditional games with his friends after school. 

39.  Because she was sick, she didn’t go to school yesterday. 

40.  I drive more carelessly than my brother. 
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ANSWER KEY- 804 

1. A 2. C 3. C 4. C 5. T 6. F 7. C 8. D 

9. A 10. A 11. D 12. A 13. C 14. D 15. A 16. D 

17. B 18. D 19. C 20. A 21. A 22. B 23. A 24. A 

25. B 26. C 27. A 28. B 29. A 30. A 31. C 32. C 

33.  We will go camping if it doesn’t rain. 

34. Tourists shouldn’t wear shorts and tank tops when going to pagodas. 

35. When he visits Soc Son , he will take part in the local festival next week.He studied 

harder, so he passed the exam. 

36. It is a tradition for Vietnamese people to prepare offerings to worship their ancestors 

during Tet.  

37. If he doesn’t study harder, he will fail the exams. 

38. He is interested in playing traditional games with his friends after school. 

39.  Because she was sick, she didn’t go to school yesterday. 

40. I drive more carelessly than my brother.  

TAPESCRIPT. 

Ethnic minority children might live the life different from that of most Kinh children. They 

spend some of their time helping their parents inside and outside the house. They learn to work 

from an early age, usually at six. Girls help look after the house, care for smaller children, 

weave clothing, and prepare food. Boys learn to do what their fathers do. They grow crops, 

raise the family's livestock, and catch fish. 

In the evening, the family often gathers round the open fire. Children listen to stories or legends 

of heroes from their grandparents. They also listen to adults talk about their work. This is how 

the elders pass on traditions and knowledge to their children. 

Nowadays, more and more minority children are going to school. There, they meet children 

from other ethnic groups. They play new games and learn new things. 
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